The exclusive ROTOR 1x13 groupset gives you
seamless gear shifting with a sequential gear range
for all cycling conditions.

ROTOR 1x13 ROAD groupset includes a
revolutionary rear derailleur, a range of elite
cassettes, 13 speed specific hubs and wheels and
the world’s most sophisticated power meters,
cranks and chainrings.

Cassettes
ROTOR cassettes use a unified structure of
aluminium and strengthened steel with minimum
weight and optimised profiling of sprockets for a
fast and precise gear shift experience.

13s cassette

Shifter

Cranks

True Cadence
Data driven gearing with a closer progressive sequence in
the first seven sprockets and greater increments of range
in the six larger sprockets.

Sleek carbon Fibre shifters for ergonomic grip and
optimal traction

Choice of elite performance cranks and power
meters

Disc Brake

Chain

Incredibly lightweight
Unified structure with minimum weight for high
performance precision cassette.

Magura disc brake technology for dependable
braking power

Standard KMC 12s chain for rapid and precise
changes in all conditions.

1x chainring

13s Hub & Wheels

Wide choice 1x sizes so you can access all your
gears with the stroke of one hand. Maximise your
pedalling power output with our emblematic
Q RINGS®.

13 speed specific hub - lightweight & high
performance, built to last a lifetime.

Flow-Ramp
Optimised profiling of cassette teeth for a fast and precise
gear shifting.
Cassette Sizes: 10-36 / 10-39 / 10-46 / 10-52

Road & Gravel Kits
Choose your 1x13 groupset kit and customise your gearing sizes to best suit your cycling needs:

Rear Derailleur

Sequential Gear Shifting
ROTOR 1x13 has 13 effective gears to shift sequentially up or down without the risk of front
chainring mis-shifting. The effective gear range of traditional 2x groupsets is less due to overlap of
combinations and multiple front derailleur shifts required.

Your world in one chainring

outer chainring (53t)
inner chainring (39t)

True-Cadence technology with a wide selection of
gearing choices to match your cycling needs.

Proven hydraulic technology for cycling all terrains
so your ride doesn’t finish where the tarmac ends.
.
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Data driven gear
range and sequencing
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With less components on board, ROTOR 1x13 gives
you a super light ride for the steepest of challenges.

9,32

Forget the headache of front chainring
shifting and focus on your natural pedalling rhythm.

Lightweight

Index Inside
Gear indexing is actuated inside the rear derailleur for fast,
reliable and accurate shifting.

chainring (50t)
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Beauty in simplicity

sprocket

The rear-derailleur is the intelligent command centre of the
ROTOR 1x13 groupset.

Armoured Box
Elegant and robust Armored Box structure to protect
against all external elements, shocks and impacts.
Quick Extract
Quick extract system to easily remove and re-install the rear
wheel.
Pulse Hydraulics
Proven hydraulic technology means no changing cables or
recharging batteries.

Weight

Crank

1x13 Performance

13s

2INpower

13s Carbon
wheels

4,036 g

1x13 Super Light

13s

ALDHU

13s Carbon
wheels

3,886 g

1x13 Classic

13s

ALDHU

13s Aluminium
wheels

3,966 g

1x13 Ready

12s - HG

ALDHU

2,399 g

12s Options
Our 1×12 options are the entry point to the ROTOR 1×13 platform without having to change your current
10s / 11s hubs and wheels. You can easily upgrade your groupset with 13s cassette and wheels at a later stage.
Cassette Sizes: 11-36 / 11-39 / 11-46 / 11-52

The exclusive ROTOR 1x13 Mountain groupset strikes the
perfect balance between lightness, precision and durability.

ROTOR 1x13 Mountain groupset includes a revolutionary rear derailleur, a choice of elite cassettes,
13 speed specific hubs and the world’s most sophisticated power meters, cranks and chainrings.

With 13 speeds on your cassette you have more range on
high-speed, technical descents and a enormous 52 tooth cog to
climb back to the top.

13s cassette

Shifter

Cranks

True Cadence
Data driven gearing with a closer progressive sequence in
the first seven sprockets and greater increments of range
in the six larger sprockets.

Single Trigger Actuation

Choice of elite performance cranks and power meters

Incredibly lightweight
Unified structure with minimum weight for high performance
precision cassette.
Flow-Ramp
Optimised profiling of cassette teeth for a fast and precise
gear shifting.

Shift up and down with only one trigger.

Chain

GraviTrigger

Optional trigger for more efficient shifting while
downhilling.

Standard KMC 12s chain for rapid and precise changes in
all conditions.

1x chainring

13s Hub & Wheels

Wide choice 1x sizes so you can access all your gears
with the stroke of one hand.
Maximise your pedalling power output with our
emblematic Q RINGS®.

13 speed specific hub - lightweight & high
performance, built to last a lifetime.

Cassette Sizes: 10-52 / 10-46 / 10-39 / 10-36

MTB Kits
Cross-country, marathon, downhill or enduro

The ROTOR 1x13 modular platform offers a flexible choice of components and sizing options so you choose
the drivetrain set-up that best suits your riding style.

For the hardest and highest mountain
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Low maintenance

Durable

Proven hydraulic technology means no changing
cables or recharging batteries.

1x13’s rear derailleur armoured box is totally sealed
so water, mud and dust won’t impact your ride.
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Armoured Box
Elegant and robust Armored Box structure to protect against
all external elements, shocks and impacts.
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CNC manufacturing precision gives you a super light
ride for the most demanding off-road conditions.

5,98

True-Cadence cassette technology gives a massive
gear range and an extra sprocket for all terrains.

Lightweight
7,18

13 speeds for all terrains

12s (34 & 10-51)
510%

ROTOR 13s (34 & 10-52)
520%

Optimised Gearing

1x13 delivers a bigger gear range and more gear choices compared to existing MTB 1x12 systems. With one
additional sprocket you can close the gap in the high gears and ride at your optimal cadence.

Choose your 1x13 groupset kit and customise your gearing sizes to best suit your cycling needs:

The rear-derailleur is the intelligent command centre of the
ROTOR 1x13 groupset.
Index Inside
Gear indexing is actuated inside the rear derailleur for fast,
reliable and accurate shifting.

12s (34 & 10-50)
500%

ROTOR 13s (34 &10-52)

Rear Derailleur

Crank

Weight

1x13 Performance

13s

2INpower

13s

2,082 g

1x13 Super Light

13s

KAPIC Carbon

13s

1,816 g

12s - HG

KAPIC

11s / 12s

1,531 g

1x13 Ready

Quick Extract
Quick extract system to easily remove and re-install the rear
wheel.
Pulse Hydraulics
Proven hydraulic technology means no changing cables or
recharging batteries.
Weight for rear derailleur, shifter, uncut hoses and liquid: 439 g

12s Options
Our 1×12 options are the entry point to the ROTOR 1×13 platform without having to change your current 10s /
11s hubs and wheels. You can easily upgrade your groupset with 13s cassette and wheels at a later stage.
Cassette Sizes: 11-52 / 11-46 / 11-39 / 11-36

